Transports
With our new transport service you can get the whole range of our articles delivered throughout Germany *. We
organize the transfer of your order to the desired warehouse of FTA or to any other address in Germany. For
this purpose we cooperate with competent partners, which ensure a safe transport of our products to the
destination requested.
Simply select the appropriate option for standard or express transport in your request process. In addition to the
rental offer you’ll receive an appropriate transport offer **.

Choose from the following options:
Type of Shipping

•

Standard
For the standard shipping of single items (such as furniture) as bulky goods, we need a lead time of at
least 10 working days.
We can offer shorter delivery times of 2 working days for items that are transportable in a box.

•

Express
For express shipping, we need a lead time of at least 2 working days including the day of inquiry. This type
of shipping cost an express surcharge, which is based on volume, weight and the time of delivery.
If needed, we can offer delivery times up to 24h for items that are transportable in a box.

Destination
•

FTA warehouse
The cheapest way is the delivery to a FTA-warehouse near to you, where you can pick up and return the
articles. Or ask for a local transport to the desired address if needed.

•

Any other Adress
Depending of the destination and the specified zip code, we calculate the transport and get in contact with
you for further details. All items are shipped free curbside delivery. Delivery on domestic Islands are subject
to a surcharge.
For further questions please contact
Marc Steinbauer, Tel. +49 (0) 89 64989 37 or logistik@fta-muenchen.de
Our general terms and conditions apply. You find them on the Internet at www.fta-fundus.de.

*

Delivery to European countries on request.

** Please note that confirmed transports are always charged, even if the rental order is cancelled after or during the transport.
The terms of cancellation are laid down in the gerneral terms of of our partner companies.
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